AGENT ANTI ADHÉRENT
(NON-STICK AGENT)

CONCRETE, MORTAR, BITUMEN, ON A GREEN BASIS

DESCRIPTION

AGENT ANTI ADHÉRENT is based on a latest generation formulation developed in accordance with the new legislation in force. Very effective formulation for demoulding concrete and protecting equipment from concrete, mortar and asphalt splashes.

APPLICATION FIELD

Maintenance of all construction equipment in contact with cement, concrete, such as trucks, mixer trucks, props, buckets, metal formwork, wooden forms, mixers, concrete mixers, coating machines.

ADVANTAGES

AGENT ANTI ADHÉRENT is a ready-to-use, non-flammable, VOC-free, unlabelled, easily biodegradable product that respects the environment and its user. AGENT ANTI ADHÉRENT prevents the adhesion of concrete, mortar, bitumen and increases the life span of the material. Will be used in construction to protect siding or formwork boards by leaving a non-stick film against cement.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

AGENT ANTI ADHÉRENT is used on clean and dry materials and equipment. Use AGENT ANTI ADHÉRENT pure at a rate of 1 litre per 10 m². Spray uniformly over the entire surface to be treated. For small surfaces, apply and wipe with a cloth. Concrete, mortar, bitumen deposits that have settled on the protective film can easily be removed by water jet or by using a high-pressure cleaner. Carry out a preliminary test. Do not dilute the product or mix it with other products. Use the product when the temperature is between 5°C and 30°C for maximum efficiency. Will be used in construction to protect siding or formwork boards by leaving a non-stick film against cement.

PRECAUTIONS FOR USE:

- Product for professional use. Consult the MSDS (only upon request).

The information contained in our notices, letters, reports and minutes is intended to advise you on tests carried out with a constant concern for objectivity but without any commitment on our part.